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What’s the problem with 
the news?



NOT A NEW “PROBLEM”
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DIGITAL DISRUPTION

• More News

• 24 Hours

• Faster deadlines
• On more platforms

• Shocking images
• Sharper headlines

• With fewer people
• And less money



What is the impact on 
audiences?







REUTERS DIGITAL NEWS REPORT 2020



NEWS AVOIDANCE (and/or NEWS FATIGUE)

• 32% Avoid the news often or sometimes





Constructive Journalism



Not only positive news – no 
constructive journalism without a 
problem



Three kinds of news









Constructive Climate Coverage

“Superficial public understanding of climate change,

transitioning from awareness and concern to action, 
communicating in deeply politicized and polarized

environments, 

and dealing with the growing sense of overwhelm and 

hopelessness” (Moser, 2016)





Consider Solutions in your Journalism

WHY

-To avoid newsfatigue
(and get more ordience)

-To avoid hopelessness 
and empower people

HOW

-Ask, has anyone solved a 
problem like this? How?

Is the solution scaleable, can
we learn from it?

CONCLUSION

“The Danish case thus indicates a 

greater need for climate journalism to 

function as a provider of guidance 

and solutions on how to deal with 

climate change in everyday life and to 

focus less on political opinions while 

giving more space to experts“.
Ida Willig, Mark Blach-Ørsten & Rasmus Burkal (2022) 





Consider nuances in your Journalism

WHY

To avoid polarization 

To get a true picture of the 
world and engage curiosity

HOW

-Be curious to both sides 
of a problem.

What is established 
scientific knowledge and 
what is less established ?





Consider promoting democratic conversation

WHY

To strengthen 
democracy

To make nessasary
changes

HOW

Collaborate and 
reach out to public

THE CONCLUSION

“The strong audience appetite to 

learning more and becoming more 

empowered about climate change in 

Curious Climate suggests that media 

organisations, with specialist collab-

orators, must continue to rethink 

journalism and engagement models.” 
(Jocelyn Nettlefold & Gretta T. Pecl (2022))



Take home messages…
*News fatigue high and main reason for avoiding news is getting in a bad 

mood

*Often media is not telling the best obtainable version of the truth

*Polarization is a real problem

By using constructive journalism as a tool to cover climate SOLUTIONS, 
NUANCES and PROMOTE DEMOCRATIC CONVERSATION, we: 

*Feel less hopeless and have less newsfatigue
*Get a more true view of the world and avoid polarization

*Get opportunities to engage and empower people.



GOOGLE DOC: shorturl.at/juxUZ
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